Abstract-This research tries to investigate and identify firstly some existing obstacles in the process of translating inter-lingual idiomatic pairs, and then to suggest some weighty theoretical strategies to overcome such difficulties. Following Mona Baker's (1992) classification of difficulties and strategies and the related subcategories mentioned, the present study makes an effort to analyze such classifications and practically apply them largely for some English and the equivalent Turkish (Azeri) as well as Persian pairs. Findings show that there are a number of factors which should be considered in order to translate idiomatic expressions correctly. The most important of such factors include socio-linguistic elements, cultural aspects, linguistic and stylistic considerations as well as some specific meta-lingual factors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Idioms and fixed expressions are an inalienable part of each language found in large numbers in most of the languages. Since the meaning of these collocations can not be understood from the superficial meanings of the single words constituting them, so there are some problems in both processes of understanding and translating them.
The process of translating idioms and fixed expressions from one language into another is a fine work which obliges a translator to have a good knowledge of both languages and cultures being shared or transferred as well as being able to identify and cope with the contingent problems in the process of finding an efficient equivalent for the inter-lingual idiomatic pairs. People of different languages use completely different expressions to convey a similar meaning, in a way that while an expression might be completely tangible and easy-to-understand for the interlocutors of a specific language, the same set of words and expressions may seem fully vague and dim and even in some cases nonsense to the speakers of the other. This originates in the fact that each language has got some culture-specific items that are completely different from the corresponding items in another language. Besides, there are some differences in such factors as religion, geographical locations, different ideologies, and social classes of languages and societies that harden the process of understanding and translating idiomatic pairs from one language into another. Hence, there are two main problems in this case: 1) How to understand the meaning of idioms and fixed expressions of a specific language; and 2) How to recreate the same sets of idioms and fixed expressions of one language in another language in a way that they might convey exactly the same ideas of the original language.
This research aims to investigate what difficulties arise in the two processes of interpreting and translating idioms and fixed expressions from one language into another. An attempt has been made to exemplify the difficulties and strategies regarding this phenomenon so that a pseudo-descriptive list of existing difficulties might be declared for the readers and translators of such expressions. At the same time some quasi-prescriptive categories of strategies and solutions to cope with those problems have been mentioned largely based on Mona Baker's "equivalence above word level" (1992, pp. 68-71) classification of difficulties and strategies for translating idiomatic expressions. Considering these two classifications and the sub-categories of each group this study tries to show some guidelines for both the readers and translators of idiomatic expressions in the process of translating such concepts. Some practical examples of English and Turkish (Azeri) as well as some Persian collocations will be declared throughout the body of the paper. Firstly, the difficulties in the processes of understanding the meanings of idioms will be analyzed, then the possible ways of solving those difficulties will be mentioned mainly through applying those strategies proposed by Baker (1992) in her book, In other Words, alongside some other experimental findings mentioned by a number of experienced translators and scholars. Besides, a number of suggestions, regarding idiomatic translation, made by such scholars as Newmark (1988) , Fernando (1996) and Gottlieb (1997) will be taken into consideration.
II. IDIOMS AND FIXED EXPRESSIONS
As a matter of fact there are so many languages all around the world each of which differs from the others in some aspects. Also it is obvious that the people of different countries have got diverse ideologies and every society perceives the world in a different way from the other one and consequently the ideologies influence the languages and the ways of expressing meanings. Finally, as the result, the collocations and idiomatic expressions of the languages diverge from each other in most cases.
The previous works done by some other researchers include Noor Balfaqeeh's (2009) and Margarita Strakšiene"s (2009) papers on the issue. Balfaqeeh uses a number of theories regarding this issue beside mentioning some Arabic examples by making a questionnaire and providing some quantitave and qualitative data. On the other hand Strakšiene analyzes idiomatic expressions through giving some Lithuanian examples and concludes that the translation of idioms involves four basic translation strategies:
"paraphrasing, which involves explanatory and stylistic paraphrase; idiom to idiom translation, which involves using idiom of similar meaning and form, and using idiom of similar meaning but dissimilar form; literal translation; and finally omission" (Strakšiene, 2009, p. 18) .
To illuminate the issue we need to explain some types of meaning at first.
A. Definition of Idioms & Fixed Expressions
Idioms and fixed expressions have got a vast territory in a way that they can include many cultural aspects such as religious beliefs, culture-specific items, superstitions, and different ideologies of the people from diverse societies and nations.
Idioms are treated as figures of speech, which are defined in the Collins English Dictionary (2006) as "an expression such as a simile, in which words do not have their literal meaning, but are categorized as multi-word expressions that act in the text as units". Longman Idioms Dictionary (1998) defines them as "a sequence of words which has a different meaning as a group from the meaning it would have if you understand each word separately". Accordingly, idioms should not be broken up into their elements because they are sometimes referred to as a fixed expression (Cowie and Mackin, 1975, viii cited in Balfaqeeh, 2009).
Newmark (1988, p. 104) who considers idiom as an "extended" metaphor claims that an idiom has two main functions: pragmatic and referential. The pragmatic function is to appeal to the senses, to interest, to surprise, to delight. He mentions that the first function is called cognitive, while the other is aesthetic. The referential function is "to describe a mental process or state, a concept, a person, an object, a quality or an action more comprehensively and concisely than is possible in literal or physical language" (Cited in Strakšiene, 2009, p. 14) .
According to McMordiew "we can say that an idiom is a number of words which [when they are] taken together, mean something different from the individual words of the idiom when they stand alone". (McMordiew, 1983, p. 4) On the other hand Moon (1998) in her book, A Corpus-Based Approach, defines idiom as "an ambiguous term, used in conflicting ways"". In lay or general use, idiom has two main meanings. First, idiom is a particular means of expressing something in language, music, art, and so on, which characterizes a person or group; secondly, an idiom is a particular lexical collocation or phrasal lexeme, peculiar to a language" (Moon, 1998, p. 3) .
Most of the scholars quote that both idioms and fixed expressions and specially the former one in most of the cases show no flexibility to change in form and grammar. In this case Baker (1992) states that: …idioms and fixed expressions are at the extreme end of the scale from collocations in one or both of these areas: flexibility of patterning and transparency of meaning. They are frozen patterns of languages which allow little or no variation in form and, in the case of idioms, often carry meanings which can not be deduced from their individual components (p. 63).
She also mentions that some idioms even allow "no variation in form under normal circumstances" and that a translator can not do any of the following with an idiom: a) Change the order of the words in it; b) Delete a word from it; c) Add a word to it; d) Replace a word with another; and finally e) Change its grammatical structure (idem).
Moreover, Carter (1998, p. 66) classifies idioms as a type of fixed expression that include proverbs, stock phrases, catchphrases, allusions, idiomatic similes and discoursal expressions. But Balfaqeeh (2009) criticizes that "this classification does not have defined boundaries and a structural overlap is very much expected" (pp. 5-6).
B. Types of Meaning
Different scholars of linguistics have categorized types of meaning in their own ways. Some of them have spoken in general terms while some others have used more specific classifications. For example, Larson (1984) believes that there are two primary kinds of meaning, namely, "Explicit" and "Implicit" meanings (p. 41). He states that there are also three sub-categories for these two primary kinds of meaning: 1) "Referential meaning" in which a specific word "refers to a certain thing, event, attribution or relation which a person can perceive or imagine" (idem);
2) "Organizational meaning" that deals some aspects with surface structure and grammatical points of the sentence in a way that "referential meanings are put together and expressed by a variety of combinations (idem);
3) "Situational meaning" that is the meaning of an utterance in a given communication (ibid: 41-42).
On the other hand Nida (1964) categorizes three sub-branches for the kinds of meaning: 1) "Linguistic meaning" that borrows some elements of Chomsky's (1957) model and the fact that meanings are arbitrary;
2) "Referential meaning" that is called denotative meaning. This category contains the words that can be found as an entry of a dictionary; and finally; The last classification of meaning types in this paper deals with Koller's (1979) equivalence or "Korrespondenz and aquivalenz" (ibid: 46) in which he proposes five types of meanings for the corresponding equivalents:
1) "Denotative equivalence" deals with non-linguistic content of a text and Koller names it as content invariance; 2) "Connotative equivalence" deals with a feeling or idea that is suggested by a particular word although it is not necessarily a part of that word's meaning. Koller calls this type of meaning as stylistic equivalence;
3) "Text-normative equivalence" is related to different text types in which different types of texts behave in different ways; 4) "Pragmatic equivalence" which deals with the influence of the text on the target language audience. It can be said that this type of meaning is the same as Nida's (1964) "dynamic equivalence"; 5) "Formal equivalence" that concentrates on "the form and aesthetics of the text and meaning" (idem). This kind of "Formal equivalence" mustn"t be considered as the same "Formal equivalence" of Nida (1964) which refers to the literal meaning of a word.
As it can be seen every scholar has got his/her own way of categorizing meaning types that is based on his/her personal taste, but there is one thing in common and it is nearly all the scholars have determined a kind of meaning that deals with a meaning type related to "non-linguistic" or "extra-linguistic" aspects of words, i.e., all scholars have got a categorization which refers to idiomatic expressions of languages. For example in the meaning types stated above, Larson's (1984) "situational meaning", Nida's (1964) "emotive meaning" and Koller's (1979) "connotative meaning" are related to the domain of idioms and fixed expressions.
C. Baker"s (1992) Contribution to Idioms and Fixed Expressions
Baker (1992) looks at equivalence at a series of levels: at word, above-word, grammar, thematic structure, cohesion and pragmatic levels (Cited in Munday, 2001, p. 95) . In this paper we are dealing with her "Above-word" and "Pragmatic" levels of equivalence because the realm of idioms and fixed expressions falls mainly into these two ones. In the case of first level Baker (1992) mentions that:
…words rarely occur on their own; they almost always occur in the company of other words. But words are not strung together at random in any language; there are always restrictions [difficulties] on the way they can be combined to convey meaning…It would seem, then, that the patterns of collocations are largely arbitrary and independent of meaning. This is so both within and across languages. The same degree of mismatch that can be observed when observing collocational patterns of synonyms and near-synonyms within the same language is evident in the collocational patterning of 'dictionary equivalents/near-equivalents' in two languages (pp. 47-8).
Moreover, she also discusses three pragmatic concepts where pragmatics is "the way utterances are used in communicative situation":
1. Coherence relates to the audience's understanding of the world, which may be different for ST (Source Text) and TT (Target Text) readers.
2. Presupposition is where the receiver of the message is assumed to have some prior knowledge…. This case arises problems in translation because TT readers may not have the same knowledge as ST readers. Possible solutions are rewording or footnotes.
3. Implicature is where the meaning is implied rather than stated…..this can lead to a mistranslation of the intention of the message (cited in Munday, 2009, pp. 97-98).
D. Introducing Baker"s Difficulties for the Translation of Idiomatic Expressions
Baker (1992, p. 65) claims that "the first difficulty that a translator comes across is being able to recognize that s/he is dealing with an idiomatic expression".
She believes that some of the idiomatic expressions are recognized more easily than some other ones mentioning two situations in which an expression can be recognized easily: 1) When the idioms "violate truth conditions", and 2) When the idioms include expressions which seem grammatically "ill-formed". And finally concludes that "the more difficult an expression is to understand and the less sense it makes in a given context, the more likely a translator will recognize it as an idiom" (idem).
Afterwards, Baker (ibid: 66) classifies two hard-to-be-recognized cases in which an idiom might be misinterpreted: 1) Some idioms are misleading, and 2) An SL (Source Language) idiom may have a very close counterpart in the TL (Target Language) which seems similar on the surface but has a totally or partially different meaning.
The difficulties mentioned in the last part were merely related to the problems in the process of interpreting idioms and fixed expressions and not the process of translating them. On her third chapter of her book Baker (1992) throughout the part and pages regarding difficulties of translating idiomatic expressions classifies these problems into four subcategories: 1) An idiom or fixed expression may have no equivalent in the target language.
2)
An idiom or fixed expression may have a similar counterpart in the target language, but its context of use may be different.
3) An idiom may be used in the source text in both its literal and idiomatic senses at the same time.
4) The very convention of using idioms in written discourse, the contexts in which they can be used, and their frequency of use may be different in the source and target languages (pp. 65-71).
Through the body of work an attempt will be made to explain these difficulties and problems in detail.
E. Introducing Baker"s Strategies to Overcome the Difficulties of Idiomatic Translation
Although there are some difficulties in the process of translating idioms and fixed expressions, on the other hand there are some strategies to overcome such probable difficulties. Baker (1992) declares four problem-solving strategies on the third chapter of her book in numerous pages considering this issue as follows:
1) Using an idiom of similar meaning and form 2) Using an idiom of similar meaning but dissimilar form 3) Translation by paraphrase 4) Translation by omission (pp. 71-78). Moreover, she states that: "The way in which an idiom or a fixed expression can be translated into another language depends on many factors….Questions of style, register, and rhetorical effect must also be taken into consideration" (ibid: 71-72).
In addition, Fernando and Flavell (1981, p. 82) warn translators against "the strong unconscious urge in most translators to search hard for an idiom in the receptor language, however inappropriate it may be" (Cited in Baker, 1992, p. 72).
Finally, there is the typology of idioms proposed by Fernando (1996, p. 35) in which he distinguishes three subclasses of idioms: 1) Pure Idioms: "a type of conventionalized, non literal multiword expression" (ibid: 36). Pure idioms are always non literal, however they may be either invariable or may have little variation. In addition, idioms are said to be opaque (ibid: 32),
2) Semi-idioms: "semi-idioms are said to have one or more literal constituents and one with non literal sub sense". Therefore, this type of idioms is considered partially opaque (ibid: 60), and 3) Literal idioms: "this sub-class of idioms are either invariable or allow little variation". In addition, literal idioms are considered to be transparent as they can be interpreted on the basis of their parts (Cited in Strakšiene, 2009, p. 14).
III. METHODOLOGY
The main source that has been the theoretical framework of the paper is Mona Baker's (1992) In Other Words and specifically the third chapter, Equivalence Above Word Level, which deals with idioms & fixed expressions and some other ultra-word level textures such as proverbs and collocations. Therefore, most of the topics and headings of the data have been chosen based on the mentioned book. Besides, some pamphlets of translation studies for M.A. students were used to have some general knowledge on different theories as a whole. Wherever needed, some related articles have been extracted from the internet for further study so as to prevent any possible mistake in the materials being presented or claimed.
Throughout the paper it has been tried to mention the difficulties faced in the translation of idioms & fixed expressions as well as providing some strategies and loopholes to overcome those obstacles in a descriptive-qualitative way. Another point to be mentioned is that some relevant Turkish (Azeri) and Persian exemplifications have been made in most of the cases for the materials presented in order that the ideas might be as transpicuous and tangible as possible.
The first step taken in the process of writing this paper included gathering some authentic data regarding the subject of the work. To gain information, firstly Mona Baker's (1992) In Other Words was studied in detail, and the parts of the book containing any relevant data in this issue were highlighted mainly focusing on the quotations or categorizations for idioms and fixed expressions. A large number of pamphlets and articles on this subject were collected for further reading and analysis too.
The next step was to find some works of previous researchers and scholars on the issue. Analyzing and exploring the found sources, some helpful theories and ideas were added to the paper so as to cover a comprehensive body of knowledge and data. Since this paper uses a descriptive method of writing and it is a library research, lots of examples and descriptions were extracted from a corpus of books and pamphlets to be worked on. In this way Baker's (1992) classification of difficulties and strategies to deal with idioms and fixed expressions was illustrated by supplementary examples of Turkish (Azeri) and Persian-and even in some cases other languages-so that there might be a body of reliable and safe strategies for the translators of idiomatic expressions to take in the process of "decoding" an "encoded" SL idiom in TL.
Finally, the last step was to collect the findings and mention the strategies that are adequate and efficient for the translation of idioms and fixed expressions from one language into another.
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Although most idioms resist variation in form, some are more flexible than others. For example a BBC radio reporter once quoted a conference speaker as saying "there was too much buck passing". The common form of the idiom is 'pass the bucket' (refuse to accept responsibility for something). And yet, we would not expect to hear 'there was too much way giving' for "give way" (allow someone to do something you disapprove of) (Baker and McCarthy cited in Baker, 1992, p. 64).
The mentioned example shows that we are not dealing with an extremist discussion of 100 percent acceptance or rejection and that there are some cases of exception as well.
Furthermore, regarding the direction of translation, The Code of Professional Ethics of the Translators' Guild of Great Britain states that:
A translator shall work only into the language (in exceptional cases this may include a second language) of which he has native knowledge. "Native knowledge" is defined as the ability to speak and write a language so fluently that the expression of thought is structurally, grammatically and idiomatically correct (ibid: 65).
Throughout the next pages of the study the difficulties beside the strategies to gain such structurally, grammatically and idiomatically correctness will be analyzed.
A. Translation of Idiomatic Expressions: Applying Difficulties
Many scholars believe that the difficulties regarding idioms and fixed expressions are twofold: 1) How to know that we are dealing with an idiom in a given sentence; and 2) What are the obstacles to translate such items? Considering this issue Baker (1992) puts:
The main problems that idiomatic and fixed expressions pose in translation relate to two main areas: the ability to recognize and interpret an idiom correctly; and the difficulties involved in rendering the various aspects of meaning that an idiom or a fixed expression conveys into the target language (p. 65).
She also believes that such difficulties are encountered largely in the case of idioms and NOT fixed expressions. To clarify the point let's have an example. Suppose that a non-Persian translator is going to translate the following text from Persian into English:
Negar didn"t utter any word. She even didn"t raise her head to look at Koroĝli. Koroĝli was so sad as if he was going to cry. He held his Saz (musical instrument) closely to his chest uttering such words of complaining and supplication as:
Why do you return your face from me, Negar? Say two words to me until I know what my sin is (Translation by the researcher).
As it can be seen when a non-native speaker of Persian is reading the underlined parts of the ST s/he might have some difficulties in the process of understanding and consequently translating such expressions. Firstly s/he must recognize that s/he is dealing with some idiomatic expressions that have got a figurative meaning, i.e., s/he must know that "
‫گزداًی‬ ‫هی‬ ‫بز‬ ‫هي‬ ‫اس‬ ‫روی‬ " and " ‫بگو‬ ‫کلوَ‬ ‫دو‬ " are two well-known fixed expressions in Persian. Then it is the time to interpret them correctly so as to prevent such nonsense and opaque translations as what were mentioned in this case. If the translator knew that s/he is dealing with some idiomatic expressions, and then if s/he interpreted them correctly, then the resulting correct translations would be:
Why do you disgrace me? And please speak to me. Thus, based on Baker (1992) and as this example shows there are two kinds of difficulties regarding the translation of idiomatic expressions: 1) Difficulties in the process of interpreting idioms; and 2) Difficulties in the process of translating idioms.
a. Difficulties in the Process of Interpreting Idioms
The first difficulty that a translator comes across is that s/he must know whether s/he is dealing with an idiomatic expression in a given context or not. Sometimes recognizing an idiom is not an easy task. There are some sociolinguistic and semantic reasons beside some cultural ones for this claim.
Baker (1992, p. 65) considering this issue identifies different types of idioms and believes that some of these idioms are "more easily recognizable than others" and cites three groups of such idioms: 1) Expressions which violate truth conditions; for instance, " ‫هیخوًَ‬ ‫ابوالعطا‬ ‫قورباغَ‬ ‫بزٍ‬ ‫باال‬ ‫سز‬ ‫کَ‬ ‫آب‬ " (Literally: when water goes up, the frog sings a song) or " " ‫بافتي‬ ‫ریسووى‬ ‫آسواى‬ (Literally: to weave sky and rope!) in Persian; 2) Expressions which seem ill-formed because they do not follow the grammatical rules of the language; for instance, " ‫درآوردى‬ ‫رو‬ ‫قضیَ‬ ‫توٍ‬ ‫و‬ ‫تَ‬ " (Literally: to extract the butt and bit of the story!) in Persian; 3) Expressions which start with like (simile-like structures) also tend to suggest that they should not be interpreted literally; for instance, " ‫است‬ ‫دیذٍ‬ ‫باروى‬ ‫گزگ‬ ‫هثل‬ " She (1992) also argues that, the very fact that s/he [the reader or translator] cannot make sense of an expression in a particular context will alert the translator [or reader] to the presence of an idiom of some sort, citing two situations in which an idiom can be easily "misinterpreted" if the translator is not familiar with it: 1) Some idioms are 'misleading'; they seem transparent because they offer a reasonable literal interpretation and their idiomatic meanings are not necessarily signaled in the surrounding text.
2) An idiom in the source language may have a very close counterpart in the target language which looks 'similar on the surface' but has a totally or partially 'different meaning" (p. 66).
To clarify the point let's have some examples for each of these two cases:
is an idiom in Persian which literally means "to curry syrup to someone's head". This is a misleading idiom for a non-Persian interlocutor who doesn"t have any background knowledge on the origin of this idiom as well as not being familiar with the connotative meaning it implies. Since literally it seems correct in Persian, the translator might be mislead and take merely the surface meaning of it ignoring the "pragmatic function" (Newark, 1988) or "sociolinguistic factors" (Ian Mason, 1990 ). On the other hand if s/he firstly had recognized the idiom and then interpreted it correctly, the resulting translation might have been: "take someone for a ride".
Considering the second case we can provide another example. Take the English fixed expression "to give an exam" for instance. Literal translation of this expression into Persian is: " ‫اه‬ ‫دادى‬ ‫تحاى‬ " (Literally: to give an exam) which has got a completely different meaning from the English one; for the meaning of this expression in English is: "an agent such as a teacher gives a paper to the students to hold an exam" but the Persian counterpart implies exactly the opposite, i.e., "the agent like a student gets the paper to answer". This is also correct in the case of English and Turkish (Azeri) counterparts where the Turkish "imtəhǎn vermax" one (Literally: to give an exam) means the opposite (to take an exam) and "imtəhǎn almax" (Literally: to take an exam) implies the contrary (to give an exam). Baker (1992, p. 67) supplies another good example in this case where "has the cat got your tongue" in English means "to urge someone to answer a question or contribute to a conversation" but the French counterpart "donner sa langue au chat" (to give one's tongue to cat) means "to give up, for example when asked a riddle". She also continues that:
"Idiomatic and fixed expressions have individual collocational patterns. They form collocations with other items in the text as single units and enter into lexical sets which are different from those of their individual words" (idem).
Here is another example from Persian where
(Literally: to drill a poppy) means "to be over nice; split hairs" while neither
(poppy) has got any thing to do with the general idiomatic meaning of the whole collocational pattern.
After interpreting an idiomatic expression in a correct manner it is the time to translate it and find an efficient equivalent in the TL.
b. Difficulties in the Process of Translating Idioms
As a matter of fact the process of translating an idiomatic expression is more difficult than the process of interpreting it and every translator, even a tyro, verifies this claim. Furthermore, since the meaning of an idiom can not be deduced from the separate words that it consists of, then exactly for the same reason we can not recreate the same meaning merely by substituting a literal TL item for the SL one.
There are some primary problems the most prominent of which are related to the discussion of "Equivalence". In this regard Balfaqeeh (2009) mentions that:
"Idioms are difficult to translate. It is sometimes hard to find the right equivalent for a single word without finding equivalence for a sequence of words that convey one specific meaning" (p. 6).
It appears that there are some socio-linguistic factors for this claim. For example, idioms may have some culturespecific or culturally-bound items which cause some difficulties in the process of translating. In the case of culturallybound items Teilanyo (2007) stresses that:
"The difficulty arises from the problem of finding adequate target language equivalents for terms conveying culturesensitive notions in the source language as a result of the fact that the two languages have different meaning subsystems and cultures" (p. 16). Now let's turn to the classification of difficulties expressed by Mona Baker (1992) through which she categorizes the main problems involved in translating idioms and fixed expressions into four sub-categories:
1. "An idiom or fixed expression may have no equivalent in the target language" (p. 68). She also expresses that different languages view the world differently. This means that while a language might express a specific meaning using a single word, another language may express it by the use of a different linguistic means such as an idiom, a fixed expression or an explanatory sentence and vice versa. This occurs largely in the case of culture-specific items, whether they are single words with defined attributive meaning, or idioms and fixed expressions with opaque and dim meanings. For example, while the single word "Baptize" is completely tangible for a Christian English audience, it a fully unknown and vague concept for a Turk or Persian Muslim requiring the translator to give such explanatory information as: "birini din yolŭnda yŭndurmağinan məsihiyət dininə gatirmax" (making a person Christian through a ritual bath) for an Azeri Turk, or " ‫کزدى‬ ‫وارد‬ ‫هسیح‬ ‫دیي‬ ‫بَ‬ ‫تعویذ‬ ‫غسل‬ ‫با‬ ‫را‬ ‫کسی‬ " (making a person Christian through a ritual bath) for the Persian one. In other words, the translator should convey this meaning: "a Christian ceremony in which a person has water poured on their head, or is covered briefly in water, in order to show that they have become a member of the Christian Church". some specific characteristics of their connotative meanings while being paraphrased. For instance, if we are to translate the Persian idiom " ‫سیٌاست‬ ‫بوعلی‬ ‫کوٍ،‬ ‫در‬ ‫خزس‬ "! (Literally: a bear in the mountain is Avicenna!) into English, the possible paraphrase of such a culturally-bound expression would be "the fool is wise, where there is scarcity of wisdom". As it can be seen the humorous aspect of the SL idiom is "lost" in the paraphrased form. Note that there might also be another equivalent with the same meaning but dissimilar form such as "he is a trout among minnows", but repeatedly this form won"t convey the same humorous aspect that the SL idiom does.
4. "Translation by omission" (Baker, 1992, p. 77) . This means that an idiom is entirely deleted in the TL because "it has no close match in the target language, its meaning cannot be easily paraphrased, or for stylistic reasons" (idem).
This strategy is done mostly in the sentence or paragraph level. The reason for this phenomenon is that when an idiomatic expression is omitted, nearly always there is a "loss" in the meaning. To "compensate" the resulting loss, one is obliged to mention some supplementary words in some parts of the sentence or paragraph where an omission has been done.
In order to illuminate the point let's take a glance at the following Persian sentence and its non-literal or free translation:
‫ببیي"‬ ‫و‬ ‫بیا‬ ‫کَ‬ ‫بود‬ ‫ضذٍ‬ ‫دعوایی‬ ‫یک‬ ‫باسار‬ ‫تو‬ ‫"دیزوس‬  a Persian Fixed Expression Back-translation  "Yesterday there was a severe quarrel in bazaar". As it can be seen the Persian expression ‫ببیي‬ ‫و‬ ‫بیا‬ " " (Literally: come and see) has been omitted in the TL under the strategy of omission. The reason for such an affair deals largely with the stylistic possessions of both Persian and English. Instead, there is an additional word "severe" in the translation which "compensates" the possible "loss" that deletion may cause to the meaning. In this regard and considering the discussion of "compensation" Baker (1992) expresses that:
One may either omit or play down a feature such as idiomaticity at the point where it occurs in the source text and introduce it elsewhere in the target text. This strategy is not restricted to idiomaticity or fixed expressions and may be used to make up for any loss or meaning, emotional force, or stylistic effect which may not be possible to reproduce directly at a given point in the target text….Getting this level right means that your target text will feel less 'foreign' and, other factors being equal, may even pass for an original (p. 78).
V. CONCLUSION
Throughout different parts of the paper it was shown that there are some difficulties regarding the translation of idioms and fixed expressions. Four of such problems were mentioned as: 1) an idiom may have no equivalent in the TL; 2) an idiom may have a similar counterpart but with different meaning; 3) an idiom may be used in both its literal and idiomatic senses at the same time; and 4) the contexts in which idioms can be used are different. Analyses showed that these difficulties are encountered in different situations. Then four strategies were mentioned to solve the problems that idiomatic expressions may cause: 1) using an idiom of similar meaning and form; 2) Using an idiom of similar meaning but dissimilar form; 3) Translation by paraphrase; and 4) Translation by omission. It was shown that there is no clearcut and predefined way to cope with idiomatic expressions, but it is the situation which decides which strategy to be taken. The important roles of socio-linguistic and cultural aspects were illustrated by a number of examples proving the fact that the more two cultures and languages are identical to each other, the more easily the process of translating idiomatic expressions becomes. Another key concept to be considered is that translator must have a deep knowledge on both SL and TL so as to understand the connotative meanings of idioms and fixed expressions of the SL and then to recreate their exact counterparts in the TL.
